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J.R. Phillips’s Newly Released “Rashure: Codex” is a Spellbinding Book on
How Visitors Not From Earth Aim to Rescue Men Who Want to Be Saved

J.R. Phillips’s newly released “Rashure: Codex” is a spellbinding book on how visitors not
from Earth aim to rescue men who want to be saved.

ENNIS, Texas (PRWEB) March 12, 2018 -- “Rashure: Codex”: an evocative book about an impending cosmic
catastrophe and the group of people who are tasked to be messengers, peacefully evacuating those who want to
leave for a new Earth. “Rashure: Codex” is the creation of published author, J.R. Phillips, a native Texan who
writes, draws, designs, paints, and sculpts at his ranch, Cherokee Ridge.

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, J.R. Phillips’s new book is an extraordinary story on how the chosen
ones run into a demonic opposition against allowing those who want to be rescued from leaving for a new Earth
and the battle between the good and the bad in order to survive.

The rest of mankind have to be informed about the catastrophe that is fast approaching. The revelation of the
visitors proves that Einstein’s theory of time and space travel is part of reality.

View a synopsis of “Rashure: Codex” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Rashure: Codex” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com,
Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Rashure: Codex”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media
department at 866-554-0919.
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Contact Information
Christian Faith Publishing Media Department
Christian Faith Publishing
http://www.christianfaithpublishing.com
+1 8665540919 Ext: 2

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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